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Abstract. The use of a robotized camera holder in laparoscopic surgery
allows a surgeon to control the endoscope without the intervention of an
assistant. Today, the orders that the surgeon can give to robotized cam-
era holders remain limited. In order to provide higher level interactions
between the surgeon and a robotized camera holder, we have developed
a new method for the automatic tracking of laparoscopic instruments
which works in near real-time. The method is based on the measurement
of the 3D positions of the insertion points of the instruments in the ab-
dominal cavity and a simple shape model of the laparoscopic instruments.
We present the results of our first experimentation on a cadaver.

1 Introduction

Laparoscopic surgery offers a lot of benefits for the patients compared to open
surgery: less blood loss, less transfusions, a smaller consumption of analgesia and
a shorter hospitalisation time [1]. However, because of the limited field of view,
the specific instruments and the difficult coordination between the assistant ma-
nipulating the camera and the surgeon, laparoscopy is a more complex procedure
for the surgeon than open surgery. Robotized systems were developed to assist
the surgeon in performing laparoscopy, including robotized camera holders: they
stabilize the image [2], reduce the staining of the endoscope and enable solo
surgery. Several robotized endoscopic holders have been commercialised, includ-
ing Aesop (Computer Motion) and EndoAssist (Armstrong Healthcare) [3].

Today, the applications allowing the surgeon to control robotized endoscopic
holders only integrate simple commands. Providing higher level commands of
the robot would be a major clinical added value: it would allow the surgeon to
concentrate on his surgical procedure, rather than on the control of the robot. In
this objective, the automatic tracking of the instruments is an intuitive approach,
since the moving instruments must stay in the field of view of the camera for
security reasons.

Several approaches were proposed to detect the instruments in laparoscopic
images: [4] designed a robotized instrument holder equipped with a laser beam.
The laser beam is detected in the images in order to track the tip of the in-
strument. This approach raises the questions of cost issues and sterilisation. [5],
[6]and [7] taped a color mark on the instrument. The main limit of this approach



is the sterilisation of the mark. These four approaches put constraints and add
complexity to the procedure. [8] used color classification to identify colors that
are likely to correspond to instruments, but the computation time is not indi-
cated. [9] proposed to detect the grey regions in the laparoscopic images, which
are likely to correspond to the metallic tip of the instrument. A good compu-
tation time is achieved. However, some laparoscopic instruments do not have a
metallic tip and the tip might be hidden behind an organ. Finally, [10] proposed
an approach based on the detection of the lines in the image, but some parame-
ters have to be tuned by the user. None of these approaches give solutions to
identify the instrument that has to be tracked among the other instruments.

Our approach is based on the measurement of the 3D positions of the inser-
tion points of the instruments. With a calibrated robot and a calibrated camera,
we can project the insertion point of the instrument we wish to track on the
image plane of the camera (even if the insertion point is not visible on the im-
age). This information provides an important constraint on the position of the
instrument on the image. It is used to automatically detect the axis, edges and
tip of the instrument. The knowledge of the 2D position of the tip allows to
perform a visual servoing of the orientation of the camera. For this purpose,
we do not require subpixel precision but rather need to roughly determine the
position of the tip. As suggested in [7], the orientations of the edges can be used
to find the depth of the instrument and include the zoom in the visual servoing
loop. [11] showed encouraging results on laparoscopic images and presented our
visual servoing on a test bench. In this paper, we focus on the results of our first
experimentation on a cadaver.

2 Method

2.1 Calibration of the robotized laparoscopic holder and the camera

Our robotized camera holder [12] was calibrated, as well as the endoscopic cam-
era [13]: the 3D position of the camera is known in a fixed frame linked to the
robot (fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Calibrated system: if the coordinates of P are known in R0, its projection on the
image plane can be computed thanks to the calibration matrixes T (geometric model
of the robot) and C (pinhole model of the camera).



The 3D coordinates of a point can be measured by stereovision: two views of
this point for different positions of the robot are sufficient.

2.2 Measurement of the 3D positions of the insertion points of the
instruments

The 3D positions of the insertion points of the instrument are measured at the
beginning of the intervention. Since the surgeon gives orders to the robot with a
vocal command, we have developed a ‘vocal mouse’ which allows to move a cursor
on the endoscopic image. For two different positions of the camera in which the
insertion point is visible, the surgeon selects the position of the insertion point
in the image with the vocal mouse.

This initialisation step could be easily integrated to the surgical protocol
since the surgeon creates the insertion points at the beginning of the intervention
under visual control. We show in section 3 our measurements of the 3D position
of an insertion point: the hypothesis that they are relatively fixed during an
intervention is validated.

2.3 Model of the laparoscopic instruments in the images

We define P = proj(T ) as the projection of an insertion point T in the image
plane of the camera. In a laparoscopic image, an instrument can be represented
as (fig. 2) :

– three lines: a symmetry axis ∆, and two edges which are symmetrical com-
pared to ∆. The positions of these three lines are constrained by the position
of P : C is a circle centered on P of radius R such that the symmetry axis
and the two edges intersect C ;

– a point S, which represents the tip of the instrument. S must belong to ∆.

Fig. 2. Representation of the instruments in a laparoscopic image. The position of each
instrument in the image is constrained by the position of the projection of its insertion
point in the abdominal cavity.

The value of R is determined by a simulation: since the diameter d of a
laparoscopic instrument is known (usually 6 mm), we bounded the value of R



from above by the diameter d0 in pixels the tool would have in the image if
it was parallel to the image plane. Our simple model of the abdominal cavity,
the instrument and the camera is illustrated by fig. 3, as well as the simulation
results.

a) b)

Fig. 3. a) Model of the abdominal cavity, camera and instrument to validate our choice
for the value of R, b) result of the simulation: false color representation of R depending
on the position of the instrument on the abdominal wall

To detect the instrument inserted through T, we search for a symmetry axis
and two edges which intersect C of radius R, and we search for the tip S of the
instrument on the symmetry axis.

2.4 Main steps of the detection algorithm

We suppose that the surgeon has selected an instrument to track (by selecting
an insertion point T ). The projection P of the insertion point on the image plane
is computed.

Step 1: segmentation:
In this step, we compute the edge points in the image by a simple gradient

method. The orientation of the edges corresponding to the tool are constrained
by the position of P . After this step, we obtain a cloud of edge points, most of
which correspond to the instrument.

Step 2: search for the symmetry axis of the instrument:
We use the edge points computed in the previous step to find the symmetry

axis of the instrument. To do this, we use a Hough method [14] centered on P .
This allows to consider only the lines that have a satisfying orientation, and the
computation time is very reasonable compared to a classical Hough method.

Step 3: search for the edges of the instrument:
All the edge points which voted for the symmetry axis were stored in the previ-

ous step. The symmetric of the cloud of edge points compared to the symmetry
axis is computed to obtain more points, and linear regressions are performed for
all the points above the axis and below the axis.



Step 4: search for tip of the instrument:
The tip of the instrument is searched on the symmetry axis. The points of

the axis are ordered, according to the position of the insertion point. An Otsu
threshold [15] is used to separate the points of the axis in two classes. The pixels
of the axis belonging to the same class are grouped into zones. The difficulty of
this step is to determine which of the two classes corresponds to the instrument,
and to group the zones correctly in order to find the tip. We developped two
approach, one for the first image of the tracking, the other for the next images.

For the first image, we search for the longest zone of each class and select the
class corresponding to the instrument according to its postion with regard to the
tip. The average color of the zone corresponding to the tool and the average color
of the zone corresponding to the instrument are stored for the next images. In the
next images, we use this color information to determine which zone corresponds
to the instrument and to the background.

Once the zone corresponding to the instrument has been found, we look if
it can be concatenated with other zones corresponding to the tool according to
color and length considerations.

3 Results

The method was tested on anatomical pieces. Our first step was to validate
our hypothesis that the insertion points are fixed during the intervention. We
measured along time the position of the insertion point of an instrument (section
2.2). To check that the first computation of the insertion point was satisfying, we
projected the insertion point on the image plane (fig. 4). The distance between
the measured points and the reference was inferior to 5mm except for measure
n◦3, but this was due to leak in of gas in the abdominal cavity. As soon as the
leak was stopped the results were satisfying.

n◦ time (min) X (mm) Y (mm) Z (mm) distance (mm)

1 0 78.9 148.4 -39.3 reference
2 11 79.2 152.3 -42.3 1.53
3 14 91.6 207 -39.8 57.3
4 25 71.3 143.5 -52.3 4.0
5 43 71 148 -52 1.2
6 205 73.4 147 -53 1.3
7 234 77.14 152.2 -47.6 4.6

Fig. 4. Variation of the position of the insertion point along time. On the right image,
the insertion point was projected on the image plane.

We were able to perform the tracking of an instrument when the specular
reflexions were limited. The computation time is around 100 ms for a 200x100
image. It allows a smooth tracking when the instrument is moved at a normal
speed. It could still be reduced by optimizing the code allowing to take into



account abrupt and large movements. A resolution of 200x100 pixels is enough
for the tracking of a laparoscopic instrument, since we are not looking for subpixel
precision to control the camera. We considered that the tool was centered as long
as the distance between the detected tip and the previous tip was less than 11
pixels. Fig. 5 shows the distance in pixels between the tip found by the method
and the tip manually selected. In 70% of the images, the error is inferior to 5
pixels, and in 87 % the error is less than 11 pixels.

Fig. 5. Error in pixels between the tip found by the method and the tip selected
manually and an example of correct detection (yellow dots: candidate points, red points:
points corresponding to the axis, blue dot on the axis: tip of the instrument).

a) b) c)

Fig. 6. a) wrong detection due to a lack of contrast b) wrong detection due to specular
reflections, c) wrong detection of the axis.

We analysed the images for which the detection was wrong (fig. 6): fig. 6
a) corresponds to the first error peak (frame 9). The detection of the axis is
correct, but the tip is wrongly positioned: the red segments correspond to the
pixels labelled as pixels belonging to the instrument and the yellow segments as
pixels labelled as the background. Since the background close to the tip is very
dark, it is wrongly labelled by the Otsu threshold as a region belonging to the
instrument. This is also the cause of the error for frames 35, 36, 61, 63 and 64.

Fig 6 b) corresponds to the second error peak (frame 21). Again, the axis
is correctly detected, but not the tip. This time, the error is due to specular
reflexions, which are labelled as background. This is also causing errors for frames
67 and 69. The important error for frame 37 is caused by a false detection of the
axis of the tool (fig. 6 c)): the edges of the instrument are barely visible in the



image because of the lack of contrast, and the organ on the far hand side of the
image provides a lot of edges, which deteriorates the axis detection.

When the specular reflecions are important, they do not deteriorate the de-
tection of the axis, since they are along the axis of the instrument. However,
they cause the failure of tip detection, because the wrong classes are attributed
to the instrument and background.

4 Discussion

This experiment allowed us to validate our approach by showing that the in-
sertion point of the instruments are relatively fixed during the intervention. We
were able to robustly detect the axis of an instrument, except in cases for which
the tool is in a border of the image with a low contrast, or very close to the
insertion point. To enhance further this detection, we could give more credit to
radial lines than lines with other orientations, since the instruments are usually
directed towards the center of the image, as suggested by [10]. The detection of
the edges is also quite robust, and we plan to integrate the zoom in the visual
servoing of the robot.

The detection of the tip works well on images with little specular reflexions. It
must be improved to deal with them. We are currently investigating a solution in
which the specular reflexions along the axis of the instrument would be detected
and removed. Since we detect correctly the axis, we could perform this detection
only on a region of interest around the axis, with a reasonable computation time.

To further enhance the speed of the detection, we also plan to take into
account the position of the tip of the instrument in the previous images. However,
considering the very strong magnification of an endoscope, the instrument might
very well move a lot in the image between two frames, so the region of interest
(ROI) used must be carefully chosen. Moreover, if the ROI is too small, only a
tiny portion of the instrument will be visible, and our shape model will not be
accurate, but we consider making a more complete model of the tool.

Finally, we must avoid as much as possible false detections. Our method
deals partly with them: if the amount of edge points which voted for the axis
is too low, or if the length of the instrument is too small an error is raised. If
the tool was correctly detected in the first image, its color and the background
color are stored for the next images. Thus, if the detection algorithm finds a
tool which color is very close to the color of the background, an error is raised.
We must now find a method to reject a false detection when the image is the
first image of the tracking. One solution could be to gather a few images of the
abdominal cavity without an instrument at the beginning of the intervention to
obtain information about the color of the background.

5 Conclusion

We developed a novel method to detect the instruments in laparoscopic images.
The method is automatic and works almost in real-time. Our first cadaver test



showed encouraging results and allowed us to find the difficult cases still to solve.
Several high level control modes based on this method could be implemented to
supervise surgical tasks such as the insertion/removal of an instrument or sutur-
ing tasks.

Acknowledgement: the authors would like to thank Bruno Thibaut from the anatomy
laboratory for his help during these experiments.
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